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The face-to-face vs online conference 
environment
Question for the audience:
What differences do you perceive between presenting online vs 
presenting in a face-to-face conference venue?
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
The basic aim of this webinar
To help you use other people’s copyrighted material lawfully in online 
presentations
• Avoid takedown notices, or, worse still, takedown notices 
coupled with demands for pecuniary compensation 
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
Basic legal information about copyright in 
this area
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
Is it in copyright?
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
● Is it even copyrightable?
● Is it in copyright?
Is it still in copyright?
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Search Copyright records: 
https://www.copyright.gov/
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
Search Copyright records: 
https://www.copyright.gov/
Is it still in copyright?
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
Remember:
The register puts you “on notice” that something is copyrighted, but 
something may be absent from the register and still be copyrighted 
/ in-copyright!
The Doctrine of Fair Use
Question for the audience:
What do you understand “fair use” to mean?
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Fair use (generally)
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License. 
Transformative fair use
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Distinguishing academic presentations 
from teaching (for copyright purposes)  
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Copyright considerations by format  
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
● Text
○ Articles / books?
○ Data?
○ Tests or survey instruments?
● Images
● Media
An interesting example, making, 
perhaps, an obvious point:  
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This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
By all means report your findings using copyrighted tests, as long as you don’t reproduce the 
test instruments, themselves! (Advice valid for both publications and presentations)
Example:
Citation: Oak, E., Viezel, K., Dumont, R., & Willis, J. (2019). 
Wechsler administration and scoring errors made by 
graduate students and School Psychologists. Journal of 
Psychoeducational Assessment, 37(6), 679–691. 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0734282918786355
Copyright + Licenses
Copyright = all rights reserved
Licenses = some rights reserved / some rights grants
Public Domain = no rights reserved
Creative Commons licenses are a free, simple, standard way to grant 
specific copyright permissions to access, use, remix, and revise.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
Creative Commons 
License Types
All licenses require 
● attribution (CC BY)
In addition to attribution, other licenses also require
● share-alike - CC BY SA
● no derivatives - CC BY ND 
● non-commercial - CC BY NC
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"Duck feather - canon t2i" by 
@Doug88888 is licensed 
under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
Title - name of the item
Author - who owns it
Source - point to original
License - CC or copyright
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
Source: 
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wik
i/Best_practices_for_attribution
CC attribution 
best practices: TASL
Questions?
thomp3ea@jmu.edu
carriehs@jmu.edu
